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LISA PALMER is a journalist and research fellow who has documented the science, environment, and social challenges of a changing global environment for over 17 years. Her new book *Hot, Hungry Planet: The Fight to Stop a Global Food Crisis in the Face of Climate Change* (St. Martin’s Press; 2017), documents the innovations of people and organizations on the front lines of fighting the food gap and developing more sustainable and resilience food systems. Palmer is presently a resident senior fellow at the National Socio-Environmental Synthesis Center where she researches and reports on issues of energy, climate change and sustainable business. Previously, she was a public policy scholar at The Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, and is one of the few journalists globally to achieve this prestigious distinction.

Palmer will talk about the big ideas and innovations around the world that seek to reconcile the generational challenge of our time: as the world population grows and the effects of climate change come into sharper focus, we’ll need to feed more people hungering for a more diverse and protein rich diet while using resources more wisely. Could integrating new ideas hold promise for remaking our global agricultural landscape?
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